Il Punto Assisi - Storia di un ricamo antico

da: Raffaella Bartolucci Cesaretti

Modello: LIBRBC-assisi_storia

Book in Italian.

"In recent years in every Italian region there has been a recovery of tradition, something that is seen as a connection between past and present. In fact, a series of initiatives have blossomed, aimed at getting to know local arts and crafts better. Hand embroidery ranks first among these various traditions. Umbria, a land full of longstanding tradition, stands out with its Assisi stitch, a counted thread stitch, something that has played a part of its own right in the marking of the town’s history."

The book is about this particular traditional embroidery. 103 pages and 12 projects with charts to create different embroideries.

Price: € 35.00 (incl. VAT)
Il Punto Assisi - Tavole Edite ed inedite di un Ricamo Antico

da: Raffaella Bartolucci Cesaretti

Modello: LIBRBC-assisi_raccoglitore

After having thought to its history in her previous book, Raffaella publishes 44 charts-projects to create some beautiful embroideries recurring to the Punto Assisi. In an elegant folder closed by a ribbon 44 charts are collected with the instructions for the embroideries and very clear images.

The book is in Italian.

Price: € 37.00 (incl. VAT)